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HUMAN F A C U L T Y .

TH E IN TELLECTU A L HATCHET.
Intellect, however strong in ifself  ̂ is powerless alone. 

One might possess the intellect o{ a Webster and be power
less to use this intellect without executive force. There is no 
force in intellect itself. In other wtyds, there is no motive 
power in intellect. Unless there is'back of intellect strong 
faculties of force there will be no certain, aggressive, force
ful application of it. Intellect may then be considered 
simply the blade of the hatchet. It may be very sharp; it 
may be ready to cut; yet it will not cut unless there is power 
to drive it.

The power back of intellect that sends it with force is 
chiefly to be found in two faculties. These two faculties are 
Destructiveness and Combativeness. Without these the in
tellect would not be put into positive action at all. It 
would not act in a forceful way. Therefore, to form an in
tellectual hatchet by which one may cut right into all of the 
questions of life, is to have back of it strong faculties of 
Destructiveness and Combativeness. We give below a part 
of a sermon preached by Henry Ward Beecher, in Plymouth 
pulpit, December 29, 1878, upon the “ Higher Uses of De
structiveness.” He 6aid :

“ Combativenesi* and Destrue.tiveness are the architects, 
the engineers, the mechanics of human society. Men plough 
through the very rocked-ribbed hills, and by their explosive 
powder they drive their way through the mighty mountains 
that a path may be made for commerce. They make new 
rivers where they pleasp. They pierce the heaven? and the 
earth. They go here and there wjth saw and chisel and 
plane, changing the primitive forces of nature to adapt them 
to the wants of human life and civilization. Thqs they be
come man’s engines. They are the propelling forces of men 
,of thought and enterprise. They are the power that lies be
hind men to enable them to execute. They are the bow by 
which in the affairs of life the arrow is made to fly swiftly to 
its mark. They do not die. They live on and oil. There 
is thunder in the soul of every highly organized man..

But they liave risen a step higher than the lowest sphere. 
As society advances and its material wants in ¡¿'highest 
6tatc are relatively supplied, Combativeness'and D^tructive- 
ness, for they never cease, rise to ye^higber functions. They 
lend themselves to the reason, to tife yill, to the affections 
and to the moral sentiipenls; and ifjyoh find a man without 
Combativeness and Destructiveness, then you find a man 
that is like grain that has not enough stiffness in the stem to 
enable it to stand up and which will break and fall down and 
rot on the ground. A man must have Combativeueas-*nd 
Destructiveness if he is going to have any backbonfc. Jl<That 
affection is of little value which has no power $o))Cn4 it 
with force. Love ought to fly like,an arrow from a strbng 
bow. It ought to speed like lightning. It ought to have 
intense power. Benevolence ¿ a t  has no energizing 
principle under it is moomhiDC in’ which nothing grows; 
but Benevolence that works into phifosophy, aiul defends the 
unprotected, and slays the malignant enemy? and carries 
blessings to the needy, and compel,i$i*icliinery to work for 
benevolent ends, and builds sh ip # jt (circumnavigate the ‘ 
globe for the good of manj^nd, and uproots mis
chiefs, and overcomes the deyihAithat has substance in it. 
The benevolent man that cuts off tflip leg that is diseased that 
would destroy the life of a fellow Man if it were not cut off, 
and who has the energy which ^nablcl him to destroy for 
the sake of saving, he is a truly benevolent man; but the sap
less roan of benevolence, who faintfe whien he sees a drop of 
blood, what use is he for a suHg^on or anything else. You 
want to give a man a great deal of thunder if you are going 
to make much of life in the direction of bcnevolepce. A man 
therefore who has Combativeness mid Destructiveness in him 
and knows how to use them so that theytsfiall give vigor and 
intensity to his affections,so that they shpll make the will well 
nigh omnipotent, so that they shall quicken the understand

ing, so that they shall propel the sentiments bv which he as 
an orator affects his audience, destroying error, driving 
away darkness, lighting up hope, and inspiring right pur
pose in them, that man has power to benefit his kind as no 
other man has>”

This is a magnificent exposition of the higher uses of 
Destructiveness and Ctfcubativeaees. Remember that Henry 
Ward Beecher stuaied human nature phrenologically. In 
other words, be unierstodd human kind elementally. To 
preach a sermon on the subject nf Destructiveness and Com
bativeness indicates his fundamental study of human nature.

There is a good deal of intellect going to waste for want 
of force back of it; in other words, for want‘of Destructive
ness and Combativeness. Therefore, to make the intellect a 
positive instrument that may be used in cutting the grain in 
the fields of knowledge, one must have energy behind it. To 
do the mechanical work of the world, intellect must have 
energy behind it. propel the intellectual faculties in the 
production and execution of great thoughts, intellect must 
have energy behind it. This energy can be found in the fac
ulties of Destructiveness and Combativeness. These, in 
connection with intellect, constitute the intellectual hatchet. 
No one can strike error and darkness and disease of every 
kind forcefully and clear these all away without strong facul
ties of Destructiveness and Combativeness. When these 
unite, something is accomplished. Intellect is put into exe
cution and is put into forceful execution. One may acquire 
a great deal of knowledge and store it away without a high 
degree of the faculties of Destructiveness and Combative
ness, but when one goes out and promulgates this knowledge 
and battles with the errors of life and overcomes them, he 
needs a great degree of these two faculties.

HEAD B U ILD ER S .
Faculties are head builders.4 Heads are built. They are 

shaped by their builders—the forty-two faculties. If one 
has a broad, short head, it shows that bis selfish propensities 
are stronger than his intellectual and social faculties. The 
selfish propensities build the temporal lobes of the brain. 
These are shown externally in the two sides of the head. 
The social faculties build tb» posterior lobes of the brain. 
Therefore if one has a very fuO round backhead he will have

is by virtue of a strong 
These are- Amativeoess, Parent

;ree ctf the social faculties. 
^ Love, Inbabitiveness» Con

jugality, and ,Friep4sbip. Afl patural he.ads.would be of the 
same shape if thejoj'wus not a «ffFe^ence/’th thjs.jdegrees of 
strength of the fortyHwof faculties WhenVthesO faculties 
vary in strength Jn  a m ^  or woman, inS vm,ijJiji08t evgry 
case they do, «her^ will be'« cp/respoiifling disproportion of  
the parts of the behd. Just as much, then, as the* mind is 
disproportioned, so will be the head. Outside of mechanical 
injuries, heads are absolutely shaped by faculties. All un
even heads in shape indicate correspondingly, uneven minds. 
An uneven mind is simply one in which the faculties varyi 
muchjui strength. If a cbihKinheritrd ;the forlj^two fac- 
ulties^i an iqu^l degree, Pt'wonld bum! a symmetrical brain 
absolutely certainly. In other words, the skull, which is 
formed round the brain, would be symmetrically propor
tion^. When one has a symmetrical head, he will hiive a 
correspondingly symmetrical face and body. The difference, 
then, in head, face and' body formation is, in every normal 
case, the result off a difference in degree of the variou^ fac
ulties that constitute the inind. The mind is the builder of 
the body. It is the builder of the body in the way that has 
been clearly explained in the article entitled, “ Mind run 
Mouldkr.” We commend this article particularly to our 
readers.

>

*

The days of experimenting with human bejugs medically, 
educationally, vocationally and reformationally, ought to he
over.

9
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COMBAT

H U M A N  P O W i
A FUNDAMENTAL^ EXPOSITION.

the faculty of Destructiveness. This faculty is as certainly 
the center of human power as the sun is of the solar system. 
Executive human power is almost wholly an impossibility 
without the faculty of Destructiveness. Executive force 
without Destructiveness is weaker than the play of llamlet 
with Hamlet left out. Destructiveness is the principal ele
ment of human force. It is force itself. It is dynamic 
force. It is a spontaneous force. It is indefinite force be
cause it has no specific purpose but forceful action. Hence 
the center of human power is in the faculty of Destructiveness. 
This is localized in the human brain in the temporal lobes, 
and may be exactly localized externally by pressing the tips 
of the ears against the head. \N hilc this is ihe center of 
human power, it is far from being all of human power. It 
has no intelligence. In itself it is absolutely blind.

To commence, however, at the heart of human power is

HUMAN POWER.
Human power is analyzable. ‘ All kinds of human power 

are analyzable. They can be fundamentally analyz. d, be
cause they are made up of certain elements. Jilements are 
fundamental. Human power, therefore, of Many and all 
kinds may be funnamentally analyzed. It may be as definite
ly, clearly and exactly analyzed1 as any mathematical prob
lem. The product of a multiplication of figures is some
thing that can be definitely comprehended. Human power 
of any kind is just as comprehensible. This is all possible 
because the exact Dature of the elements of power are 
known. The combination of these elements, therefore, can 
be made in a perfectly definite manner. There is no neces
sity of misunderstanding, nor of vaguely understanding the 
nature aud elements of power. The very back bone of it is 
known. The absolute center is clearly understood. This is
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to begin with this faculty and one by, one unite other facul
ties with it. The most nearly second clement of human 
power is C’ombativeucss. Destrictif.eness is a battering ram. 
At the same time it must be assi t̂jed. It must have its allies. 
Its nearest and most essential illy is Combativeness. In
stead of Combativeness, howevey,’ being au aggressive ele
ment of power, it is only powerfnl in resistance. It is the 
great oppositional faculty. In other words it is'the center 
of self defense. It enjoys struggling with opposition. 
Its pleasure is to oppose. It is the central faculty of human 
contention. It is positively resistful. It is also the central 
faculty of human courage. Courage is an element of human 
power. A great faculty of Combativeness united with De
structiveness gives one the courage to smash all opposition 
to smithereens. Dewey, without Destructiveness would not 
have destroyed. He, would have been ineffectual. To hurl 

C the great projectiles,of an armored ship with terrifho force 
\  requires a great degree of Destructiveness. To stand up and 

face the enemy requires a great degree of Combativeness. 
These two faculties, are, therefore, the great battering rams 
of the human mind. Human power without these two fac
ulties is a burlesque. Is is weaker than moonshine. It is 
like the dead ashqp in strength to the tough solid oak or hick
ory before its strength is destroyed bylire.

The third great element of human power is Firmness. 
Neither Destructiveness nor Combativeness have any per
sistence. They have great temporary force and resistance 
but are not endowed in tluir inherent nature with'any per
sistence. This is the*property of Firmness. A great faculty 
of Firmness added to Destructiveness and Combativeness 
will enable all to persistently use forceful and resistaut 
power. In other words they will ,not be fitful. 'They will 
not be temporarily powerful. They will be persistently 
powerful. They will persevere in power. In other words 
they will have powerful perseverance. What they do will be 
done with courage, force and great persistence. \  They will 
not only like to drive along forcefully, but will ertjoy tack
ling the greatest obstacles in the way, and then^will keep 
hammering away at these obstacles until they reduce them 
or destroy them. Martin Lutheqwas a splendid Example of 
this kind. David Livingston tins & good example of the 
same kind. Columbus was another »no example. Captain 
Cook, the first circumnavigator Jofythe globe, was also a 
powerful example oflthese three faculties in a predominant 
degree. Oliver CromWell was a great example. Napoleon 
possessed two of these, Destructiveness and CqmbatiVe^ess, 

.to a great degree. Bismarck was a great representative of 
the three. Grant was also a magnificent reprysqntajtive of 
the three, with Firmness stronger' than Destructiveness,and 
Combativeness. i , ' ■ 'is' (y •

These three fundamental faculties are the frame work of 
human power. They are inherently powerful. In other 
words they are mentally powerful.' Their force is inherent 
in their nature. At the same time tfi^y are powerless with
out vitality. Human power is wholly, dependant on human 
vitality. No vitality, no manifest^iqn of power, no active 
power. A dead lion is not a pow$W fll’Jicse faculties can be * 
shorn of their power by the destrAaron of vitality. They 
cannot act to any degree wbqtjjtter without vitality, and 
there cannot be any vitality withdm, somo degree of one or 
more of the three vital faculties, sfmativeness, Alimentivc- 
ness and Vitativeness. By menus theffc three faculties the 
human mind and body are capable jpf manufacturing blood. 
To run the human brain blood is absolutely necessary. In
directly, therefore, the three vital faculties are faculties of 
human power. They do not oonlhin inherent force as dyna
mite does. They, however, do have the power to produce 
the powder, in a sense, that is bunked up in powerful mental 
action. Without these three faeultieit all-of the others 
would be absolutely powerless. They wluld be as powerless 
as the best engine in the world with but fuel or dynamo.

There would be no execution. There would be no opera
tion. There would be no action. If you are to be power
ful young ladies and gentlemen you must preserve your 
vitality, you must not only take care of it, but build up a 
powerful vital system., The’mightiest will and intellect in 
the world ^without yjtsjlity^is’(absolutely powerless. A great 
degree of ' Dëwtructivopess, Combativeness, Firmness, 
Alimêntivenesé ¿nd Vit^tTveness will| enable one to make a 
powerful effort of a long continued kind, wbeD without the 
vital faculties, with the three first named strong, he could 
only make a spasmodic effort.

Self-reliant power may be had by the addition of the fac
ulty of Self-Esteem to this number. While this faculty is 
not inherently the faculty of power, it is a great sustainer of 
the powerful faculties because it gives one self-possession.
The greatest of the human race have ¡great self-reliance and 
self-possession. Telf-eontrol is certainly a great element of 
human power. Without self-control one can not be power
fnl in any great s^nse. The center of self-control is in the 
faculty of Self-Esteem. This is one of the most defective 
faculties of the American people. There are few men and 
women of great self-reliant power. We have very few Emer
sons and Carlyles. The elements of human power that we 
have defined and described up to this time cannot justly be 
said to be only elements of hitman power. They are, prop
erly speaking, elements of animal power. That is, they are 
not elements of intellectual power. If the human is to be 
regarded as a thinking being these elements are notelements 
only of human power. To rise to human power in accord
ance with this distinction is to add to these the faculties of 
Comparison, ConstructivenesB and Causally. These three 
faculties are the essential intellectual powers of the human 
being. They are the understanding, comprehending, reason
ing, classify iug, ' analyzing and constructive powers. To 
think is to be powerful in one*Sense. To think in any broad, 
original sense is to possess these three faculties. No thought 
can take place without these three faculties. These three 
faculties give one planning power. They give one the abil
ity to study and understand the laws and forces of nature.
By means of these man becomes powerful in handling the 
forces of nature. The great feats of mechanical engineering 
are the products,'of these thrçb faculties. The great inven
tions are largely the result tmesfe* faculties. Edison and 
Tesla may tyo properly calliS^bowerful men. They have 
'great control of Nature’s forces. The ityt^Hectuaj power to 
understand; yomprtliJiid and < l 0 Î n o g B t r a t e , be found 
almost wholjÿ in'(these th^qe faculties; BanifcFW.e’bster Wasf, . , 
a great TlUistWatfop of tim e tlu-ee powVéi.J Tbje.ahilHyiK to 
grasp and completely unefetyta/d ooinplex problems of any >'• 
kind is inherent |W'these facilities. They, therefore, princi
pally constitute intellectual power. They give the power of 
intellectual defense, logic, reason, originality, reserve, inven
tion, profundity, broadness, comprehension, analysis, and ^  
philosophy. When united with the motive and vital facul-. i  , 
ties already mentioned, .there, is^griAt factual intellectual ’ 
powcjw, V 'V "  lellcct is pift'into vigorous use. Thoughts are 
formed and promulgated with terrific force. A thought • 
becomes a thunderbolt when projected by the force of these 
iutelfectual faculties. Man would be intellectually power
less without a largfl degree of the six faculties of vital and 
motive nature. JSome of the great representatives of intel
lectual power *  reality have been John Quincy Adkins, 
Patrick Henry, Alexander Hamilton, Wendell Phillips,
•lames Q. Blaine, Kalph Waldo Emerson and Henry Ward 
Beecher. These men not only had intellect but they had the ' 
force back of the intellect to put the intellect into the 
strongest and most powerful action. They were not men of 
negative characters. They were endowed with great intel
lects and great motive nhd vital forces. They were men of 
understanding and also men of execution. Many a man has

(t'lmUmifd im |xi(/e I I . )
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to  the Hum/in Race: Stop !
G ET  A TRUE BASIS AND THEN GO AHEAD.

Do not build on theory.
Do not buijd on mere faith.
Do not build on supposition. .

fi

GET DOWN TO THE BOTTOM
. Th^ BOTTOM  is composed of E L E M E NTS. These elements are 

E A B L E . On this E L E M E N T A L  FOUNDATION education,

. . . .  i r m  j

I > N P H a E|si G E

. p ssociology, psychology, economics, ethics and religion will stand 

FU N D A M EN T A LLY , S O LID LY  and P ER M A N EN TLY .

based)
funda'

A FUNDAMENTAL FOUNDATION.
j The fundamental elements of , which a human being is 

composed, are the basis of every human problem, On'these 
all systems of education, reform, health, character building 
and Boqiety muátí be founded to be true and to be permanent. 
The p^fi^iaeration of any question of human life should be 

hpUy upon these fundamental elements. The word 
lai cannot be emphasized, too much. These ele- 

efwhcffly fundamental. They are indivisible. They 
aft absolutely unchangeable. This makes them con

stitute ¿^t&sis of absolute reliability. This is, in itself, a 
fact of thè'moNt fundamental importance.

A true foundation for anything ie of great value. The 
moat importanlkliscovery made by man is the discovery o f the 
elements o f hismcn natin'e. Too many are inclined to think 
superficially aim carelee&ly. An element is an element. It 
is not something else in any degree whatever. These 42 ele- 
mdints constitute the alphabet of all life, all knowledge and' 
all questions. Thè hist thing then to do to .proceed defin
itely at all, is to clearly understand the nature of the funda
mental elements of which we are composed.

PHRENOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY.
There is truth in all works on psychology. Each school 

of psychology has considerable foundation, and yet it is self
evident that if the different schools of psychology were 
based on the same fundamental principles there could not be 
the diversity and antagonism that there is. There can bo 
but one true psychology. This is something that we affirm 
unconditionally. There can be but one true psychology. 
Psychologies .furnish absolute evidence, therefore, that they 
are not'necessarily true. Psychology is true. Psychology 
rnav or may not be true. The reason that there can he hut 
one psychology is simply because there is a natural psycho
logical constitution common to the human race, lhts con-

stitutifa, in a fundamental sense, is absolutely unchangeable. 
Psychology is the science of it. A true psychology would, 
therefore, be an unchangeable psychology. It is very evi
dent, then, that up to this time, outside of the limited 
phfcnological psychology to be found in books, that there is 
no true psychology printed.

¿Psychology, in an elemental sense, is the science of the 
elements of the mind. Elements constitute the miiul. Ele
ments produce all of the general powers of the mind. These 
elements are exactly the same in each man, woman and child. 
A iuitdaraental psychology, then, is possible. A fundamen
tal psychology would be an unchangeable psychology. A 
fundamental, unchangeable psychology would be a psych
o lo g y  on Which a}l the questions of human life could be 
permanently and saiely based. This is positively what 
phrenological psychology is. It is a psychology of the 
fundamental elements of the human being. It is, therefore, 
a natural psychology. It is not a theoretical psychology 
necessarily to any extent or in any degree. It is nobody's 
psychology. Physiology is nobody’s physiology. Nature’s 
laws are not anybody’s laws. To put-it in the affirmative 
they are everybody’s laws.

Human psychology is the psychology of the human race. 
Elemental human psychology is wholly natural and abso
lutely true. We do not claiiu that all of the fundamental 
elements of the mind are known. We do positively and 
absolutely affirm that forty-two of these are known to 1*> 
fundamental. A thorough knowledge of these enables one 
to clearly conceive that they cover all of the important or 
essential powers of the mind.  ̂ery approximately a com
plete psychology, then, is within our reach. Beginning with 
fundamental elements it is possible to tundamentallv under
stand the nature of perception, conception, memory, will, 
imagination, conscience and judgment. These general 
powers can be as definitely analyzed and comprehended as
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the principles of mathematics. We do not say this thought
lessly. We do not say it in any superficial sense. We say 
it advisedly. We say it understandingly. We say it 
unconditionally. We mean just jvhat we say. The power 
of human perception can be as definitely and fundamentally 
understood as anything known. We know nothing more 
certainly, completely, accurately and fundamentally, than 
we know or understand human perception. The same is 
true of conception. The same is just as true of imagination. 
Thought can be analyzed in the most exact, fundamental 
sense. Exactly how thoughts are formed can be understood 
by means of phrenological psychology. The exact origin, in 
the first place, of ideas, may be specifically and perfectly 
understood. The arrangement of these ideas into sentences 
may be fundamentally comprehended. All of the operations 
of the human mind may he perfectly comprehended by means 
of fundamental, or phrenological psychology. Phrenological 

^psychology is simply a name given to fundamental psychol- 
L)gy. Outside of fundamental psychology there is a great 
Seal of cloudiness. There is much mysticism. The mental 
world is very obscure and uncertain. This is true because 
the so-called psychologists have not builded on the funda
mental and elemental basis.

Those who teach that a faculty is simply a power of the 
whole mind, are very much muddjed. £  faculty is a single 
power. It is not all the mind, 'but is one of the elements 
of which the mind is constituted.. The mind is the ag
gregate of these elements. Mind is nothing in itself. The 
human mind iB but a name so far as being something in and 
of itself. It is but an aggregate of individual elements. 
Each one of these helps to constitute it. All of these taken 
away, all of the mind is .taken away. Faculties, therefore, 
are the mind. A faculty then is not of the mind. . Faculties 
acliug together constitute mental action. Mental action 
cannot be explained or understood in any other way.

The mind as a whole does not perceive. The faculties 
of Individuality and Form perceive single things, and the 
shape of these. The eagle without the higher intellectual 
faculties can perceive individual objects and the shape of 
these many times more correctly at a distance thart^nan. It, 
therefore, does not require any more mind thail a fjkwk has, 
to perceive and recognize individual ojbjects. The'faculties 
of Individuality and Form may be 'extremely strong, as in 
the Indian, and the intellectual rfafiulties comparatively 
weak, and yet the Indian will perceive*much more correctly 
and quickly than a mind like Webster’s.

The whole mind cannot act through a single faculty.
It cannot run the gamut of mental action, any more easily 
than the human body can first be a toe, then an eye, then a 
lung, then a hand, then a stomach, and on through! tbd,, en
tire list of physical organs. The belief (for it cannot jbehny 
more tbau belief) of the whole mind, concentrated lipdn eat
ing through the faculty of Alimenti^eness is fully as absurd 
as it is to claim that the entire bodyVis used in winking the 
left eye. There is nothing more certainly established than 
the plurality of brain organs. The hnain is not considered 
the organ of the mind any longer. It? is considered the or
gan» of the mind. It is a compq^ii» structure. Phreno
logical psychology explains the H?a#nw why. The only 
way to understand fundamental, physiological psychology is 
to understand the fundamental fasrbjties that constitute the 
mind. The facts of heredity absol(p:ely destroy the fallacy 
of the mind being a single faculty kheting in various ways. 
Without any training or education \  cbiffl will possess oer- 
tain faculties to a very strong degree aod at the same time 
other faculties to a very weak degree? This very overwhelm
ingly demonstrates the fact that faculties are something in 
and of themselves.

if the mind was a »ingle power, the fact of, the great 
difference of nativp facultie» could not exijSt. There could be 
no explanation of it whatever. It it imjfoseibie to cultivate a

single thing without cultivating it as a whole. It is, therefore, 
impossible for a child to receive by inheritance a whole mind 
as a single power without having every faculty that is sup
posed to belong to this single mind exactly equal. The con
trary of this is universally true. Therefore, phrenological 
psychology not only is fundamental, but it is fundamental 
and also positively elemental- It is the only elemental, 
fundamental psychology, and therefore the only true one. It 
is the Qnly reliabl^ one. }0 ur jvish is not father to this state
ment. We have dp desire nop-prejudice in the matter. Be
cause we have an ear and an eye is no reason whatever to say 
that these are one and the same. With elemental psychology 
the various questions of life can be fundamentally approach
ed and fundamentally solved..

, THE TROUBLES OF HUMANITY.
The troubles of humanity have definite sources. These 

sources can be definitely understood. ¡Until they are under
stood humanity mihjt grope. Each one must deal with his 
own troubles indefinitely. That which is not definite is in
definite. That which is not elemental is general. If one 
does not know the exact source of any trouble he cannot 
proceed In any exact way towards its correction. Each 
trouble should be treated individually. It should be under
stood individually. The trouble of sensitiveness is an indi
vidual trouble in its fundamental nature. The trouble of 
fear is an individual trouble because it springs from an ele
mental and individual faculty. The trouble of memory of 
any particular kind is an individual trouble. It can only be _ 
cured by the individual cultivation of the faculty that causes 
the individual trouble. The trouble of skepticism is an in
dividual trouble. It is a negative condition of the faculty of 
Spirituality. The trouble of superstition is an individual 
trouble because it is a trouble that is produced by a very 
large faculty of Spirituality. The trouble of vice is an in
dividual trouble. It is an elemental trouble. It is a trouble 
that springs from the faoulty of Amativeness. The trouble 
of jealousy ¡9 an individual trouble, at least in its origin. It 
originates in the faoulty of Approbativeness. The correc
tion of many of these troubles is the individual cultivation 
of special faculties that are the natural antidotes of these 
very large faculties. All should bear in mind, however, 
right here, that a faculty oan Jonlv be relatively too large.
They should still" further be»£ ii) mind that they possess in 
some degree already jail of facilities when fully under- 
stdod by means of which thejwin wholly correct or remedy ' 
all of their troubles, ¡A human bping is. capable of correct- tid
ing all of his own ilfifects. He can -cultivate certain facul
ties and rise Sbovp, all the troubles that are, natural to the hu- "W" y 
man. He camlarrfely be fafii owl saviqr. H* cap. especially, «¿L 
be his : own dPvej^per. Hfe oam develop any faculty what
ever, be it vital, motive, mental, moral or spiritual. It is 
just as easy and natural for one to cultivate bis moral, relig
ious and spiritual nature as it is for him to cultivate his so
cial, selfish and intellectual nature. ‘ ^

1 1 £ fl*
Plkenology is a nainef for* the, fundamental ¿ifcience of 

.life, “t  deals wpth the elements of niind. These elements 
are not imaginary, theoretical somethings. They are the - 
natural, genetic elements that constitute universal human 
naturp. .  ̂ ^

T d e a l with humanity without a knowledge of the ele
ments of which IF human is composed is as superficial, bap- 
hazard and dangerous as to deal with the human body with
out any knowledge of the location and functions of the or
gans of the body. » .

Human nature is as old as the universe. It will last just 
as long, too.

Commence with the element», ladies and gentlemen.
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DEALING WITH YOURSELF.
Reader, to deal with yourself is to 

deal, with forty-two faculties. To 
hanflle yourself is to haudle forty-two 
facJRties. To develop yourself is to 
develop some of these forty-two facul- 
tiegi%ith others. To deal with your
self definitely is to understand each fac
ulty of which you are composed. * To 
deal with your passions is to under
stand whence these passions spring.
To deal with your despondencies is to 
understand the faculties that cause de
spondency. To deal with your fears de
finitely and effectively is to understand 
the faculties from whence they come,
To deal with your imagination, is to 
underhand the sources of imagination, 
whichSfna> be found in elemental fac
ulties.^ To deal with your thoughts is 
to jjyjierstand the thought faculties 
an^the faculties that stimulate these 
to action. When you fully understand 
the exact nature of each faculty you 
can definitely and successfully deal 
with yourself. Not understanding 
these elementàlkfaculties of which you 
aft composed Snd the degree in which 
you possess these individually and rel
atively is to deal wifh yourself blindly, 
vaguely, uncertainly, and unsuccess
fully. If you are to deal with your
self in the way that results in happiness, health aud success, 
you must deal understandingly with all the faculties that con
stitue you. Study the nature of each faculty. Master these 
element,s that constitute you. Know exactly the causes of 
all of ŷ our mental moods, In this way you can begin to 
rectify all unhappy conditions. You can correct any defect 
of memory, concentration, thought, judgment, will, decision, 
or self-reliance in the most definite and certain manner.

ARE YO^ INTERESTED IN YOURSELF?
If you are you are interested in the faculties that consti

tute 'Yourself. These will make you happy or unhappy, 
healthy ojr unhealthy according to Jour knowledge of them 
and tb$r/proportion. All of your troubles and your joys 
are ttya direct product of these faculties. If you are in an 
unhappy'state, you are so simply because certain faculties 
are in aotjpn and in a predominating condition.

No one can be happy or unhappy except by means of 
these faculties? No one'can be despondent or cheerful ex
cept by meani of them. If certain faculties were stronger 
than others onptwould fee positively cheerful. The problefn 
of hutnfm happiness is a question of predominating faculties. 
E^pry conceivable condition of human life is q question of 
the action and interaction of faculties. In other worde, it 
is a question of individual and combinational action of facul
ties. Every passion comeB from a faculty source. Every 
fraction of embarrassment is from a definite« source. All 
nervousness is wholly a question of faculty. ;}n fact, every 
kind of human condition is positively a question of faculty. 
We mean by this, that it is a> question of the control of 
faculty. It is a question of knowledge of all the faculties, 
and exactly what a mental state is. Many have mental 
moods. All kinds of mental moods that are unhealthy and 
unhappy can- be absolutely destroyed if one understands his 
faculties.

Get under Causality, Human Nature, Self Esteem, Firm
ness, Hope, Combativeness, Mirthfulness, Spiriiuality and 
Conscientiousness and your unhappy and unhealthy mental 
moods will lake wings and fly away.

MIND THE MOULDER.
When fully understood it is evident that 

there is no design in the human body, nor no 
designer of it. It could not be. The mind is 
an aggregate of forty-two distinct faculties. 
The body is the product of these. Therefore, 

y if it was designed it would have forty-two de
li signers. One can see that this is positively im

possible. It is more proper to say the body is 
moulded. In a sense this is true. We use 

the illustration above to strikingly convey to our readers the 
fact that the body is formed by the mind. They should 
bear in mind, however, that it does not cut out a pattern 
and piould the body, as it were, in acc ord with this. It 
formijthe body and builds it, but not after any design. 
Whenjbne studies the head and understands how it is formed, 
he.fulw realizes that there is no design in the matter.

‘ Heads are a necessary product of head builders, the 
faculties. The shape of a head is not designed at all. 
It) is simply a consequence of the relative strength of 
thé various faculties. If one has a long, narrow head it is 
simply shaped that way because the social faculties that built 
th$ posterior lobes of the brain, and the intellectual faculties 
that Jmilt the anterior lobes are much stronger than the sel
fish propensities that built the middle lobes. There is no 
design in this. It is simply a consequence. As is the mind 
so twill be the head, and as is the head so will "be the face 
and body. If ope has the intellectual faculties positively in 
the lead at birth he will have a certain shape of head, of face 
ani of body, as; a necessary consequence, yet there is no 
d^ygn in it. There is no design in the formation of any 
p^t< of the body. The faculties simply mould the body 
according to their degrees of strength. In other words one 
faculty builds one part of the body principally, and another, 
another, and so on and on. They do this to the degree of 
their individual strength. If there is a weak faculty in the 
mental constitution there will be a weak place in the body. 
If there are a dozen weak faculties in the mental constitution 
there will be a dozen weak places in the body. For instance, 
if one inherited a very weak faculty of Alimentiveness, and 
the faculty waB not specially cultivated, there would neces
sarily be a weak digestive system. Under no circdmstances 
would there be built up a large stomach and the other vital . 
organs. The abdominal part of the body would not be 
developed. At the same time, this individual might have 
large faculties of Firmness, Destructiveness and Combative- 
nes«, and build a large bony skeleton and muscular frame
work, but he would not have a round, rotund formation. 
One can see in a moment there is no design in this. Bodies,

I C a n tin a td  on  Pat/t IS.)

/) .
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A ilvcrtlalng Kate« on A pplication.

Entered at the Postofllce at Chicago, III., aa accond-plaejf piattcr,

t f ' I :
To our exchange«: All may upejnhy m atter In thin

journal by «imply giving the propty credit.

Environment i« what, people make it. 
Learn your Utttre liral, psychologies 
You can be what you wholly want to he

[ ' A
*  V) É

To the psychologists: ■ First get an elemental haaia.
The majority of phrenologists arc|only organologia!,«.
Don’t he ao vague in your concepitoti« of. human nature, 

ministers. ’ ^
Mow many phrenologists have thi)j|'gt^«l of the aeienee aa 

much at heart aa their pocket« ? ’f  i» i
A knowledge of one faculty ia offtnore importance than 

volume« of paychology. ■ Tjs , '
Koar «houli! he given 4 1 time« (&k attention than it i« 

generally given. It only cornea directly (Tom one forty ace- 
oud of the mind. n

Human intellect ia made up of faculliea that may he aa 
clearly underatood aa the live, tingdra that principally com 
poac the hand.

It ia 41 time« easier to develop a'«ingl»> faculty than the 
world suppose», «imply hecauae they «ufa^se, and do not 
know that a emgle faculty can he develop«? Individually,

F A C U L T Y .

MOVING THE BIG TOE.
It la not any more necessary to uae the whole mind to 

think than it ia nccegoary to uae the whole body to move the 
big toe.

UNIVErtSAL INTEREST IN PHRENOLOGY.
One renown why irrfcn  ̂ pHretiologiata find so little interest 

manifested by thp Jjeople ¡«'¿.hecjiuae tlijry do not deal with
Phrenology proper.^

They deal only with brain«, orgains, head« and face«. 
'I’heae are all effeeta in«lead of cause«. | They arc all super- 
floial inatend of fundamental. There ia not a Harm man, 
woman or child on the face of the earth but what ia aa much 
interealed in Phrenology aa in everything clac combined. 
They neeeaaarily have to he. It ia inevitable. It in un
avoidable. Every human being ia i interested in «elf. 
Phrenology ia the spience of self, youilaelf, myself, every
body’s self. Juat iik- much, then, as anyone ¡a interoated in 
hia own happincHH, health, life and auceeaa he ¡h interested in 
Phrenology, and \vfiat ia more he will ihanifeat hia interest 
if ap|lreached properly. VVe could got a three-weeks-old 
baby interested in Phrenology in leaa than three minutes. 
In twenty years we have never found a man, woman or child 
who ŵ a not aa much interested in it as in everything else 
combined.' ,

CHILD NATURE.
There ia a great deal of erroneous thought current re

garding child nature. Child nature! Aa if there waa any 
difference between child nature and adult nature.

All of the members of the human family are composed of 
human nature. Human nature ie. exactly the same at birth 

• aa it ia at forty and eighty. These misconceptions all come 
from a superficial kpowledge of human nature. Fundament
ally human nature ia the aarnj> in all race a, nationalities, 
tribes, sexes and at all ages.

The seeming difference ia only one of development and 
combination of fundamental element,h. The elements of 
human nature do not ripen at the same time. There ia no 
uniform rule of mental development in Children, In other 
words, there ia no law of child development either physically 
or mentally. Each child ia nii^iydividual combination unto 
itself. 'This particular combination of faculties ia far mid 
away superior to the mt/ial envjitfjntncnV. The only haaia of
umfpiatamliiigjchil^ dcvelopmtyrttpa one of measurement of 
lidi Individual '.and fidati ve atrcngtjh„of the /hi'ty -two facili 
ties of1 which U m id ii la composed, vln Um« typt' hji kind« t  
of mental aniPphy/jical/ development fflay WttlmH-y; under -
StOOd. "i:/  iV  J t  1 ■"> J ■ (/,.' ■ A , :

T’o study child deli with ally ui'rtainty, Science fttiA-syitetn

ridual and , 
rliid  

mental 
stood.

study chiltdifdi with tidy ui'rtainty, science fttid.ayatem 
ia to study the fundamental elAmeuta that constitute them. 
'These being unchangeable in their nature, make such a 
study substantial and lasting When one has once learned 
the nature of each element of human nature lul has a fmida 
mental, racial, and unchangeable basis. All other methods 
of chilli study must of necessity Ijc MjpMa/.ard, st$crflcial 
a nd I ingtly ui+rclpihlc.

Habit is no chance affair. It. was formed by some 
strong'^sculty or faculties. f

Ardjyou under the proper facilities for health,success and 
happiness? f  ,

Instead of taking drugs for nervousness get under the 
proper faculties and your nervousness will leave for parts 
unknown and stay there.

Many cannot understand the in consistency of human na
ture. It la very easily underatood when one understands the 
fundamental elements of human nature. The faculties that 
compose human nature range from the most selttali to the 
most uuselllsh.
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HlringH. All of the mimic ami discord of humnn association 
is performed on these strings. They are elemental string». 
They arc everlasting strings. They never wear out. If 
played upon properly, they grow slrbhger iimtead of weaker. 
In thin tljiey are unlike the strings of nil other musical in- 
Htrumentjii Th«Jr power in in action. These strings can he 
develojjjiidi They are not in an equal degree of strength, at 
birth './'if they were, nil would naturally he in tune. The 
majori^r qjf the human family are ou^of tune, 'i'hese ntringn 
are notfii {harmony; they do not in many cases work in uni
son. M eir constitute, however, the most wonderful instru 

* incut TO irfcisteiieo. Wo should know them more fully even 
than we k||iuw the strings of any man-made instrument. We 
should know flow to linudlo tliefa properly." We should 
know how to #11110 them. Those the most apt to produce 
discord are Aiikivoness,' Approhativeness, Coinbativeness, 
DestructivcneswvAcquisIlliveness, Cautiousness, and Alimeu- 
tiveness/^ Thews strings are discord makers. They do not 
harmonize w klip-lie other strings of the same individual, nor 
always with the strings of another soul. In fact they are 
often antagonistic, 'limy are selfish. Thq discordant notes 
in human life are produced principally by the above-named 
strings. The strings that ¡ike concord are Benevolence, 
Conscientiousness, Veneration, Ideality, Sublimity, Order, 
Tunc, Time, Causality, TarCntal Love, Friendship, Conju
gality, Inhabit!veness, Hope und* Spirituality. These like 
concord'within and' concord without. They like a harmo
nious world. They like to see everything proceed musically. 
When predominant, they properly1 tune one. They subordin
ate the discordant faculties alreudy named and tune one to this 
world, the next, and the whole universe. Our teachers, re
formers and ministers should uudersland these strings. 
These are the strings that they are to tune if they arc to get 
humanity, Individually and collectively, into a happy, healthy 
and harmonious condition. We respectfully ask them(to 
thoroughly study these strings.

SOME POSERS.
How can red be blue? How can one faculty be another? 

How can we smell with our ears? How can we digest with 
our ,heart? How can we fear with Combativeness? How 
can we be friendly with Sublimity? How can we re-
member places without Locality? How can we sense the 
beautiful , without Ideality i How can we ŝ e character 
without Human Nature? How can we have vitality without 
Alirndntiveness, Amati veness and Vitativeness? How can we 
possess anything of a distinct nature, cither mental or 
physical, without distinct faculties? How could one have a 
Motive Temperament without the motive faculties. How 
could one have a Vital Temperament without the vital, 
faculties? How could one have a dense quality of brain.and 
body without tho motive faculties. How could one have a 
strong will without a strong degree of Firmness, Destruetr - 
ivenchs and Coinbativeness? How could one reason without 
-Causamty? ,

SELF-ENGINEERING.
Self-Engineering is a practical possibility. This is the 

first thing that should be taught in home and school. It is 
far and away of more importance than anything else. It is 
the natural intention of human nature. The constitution of 
human nature completely proves it. "No one is lecrnstituied 
to bo governed. Each one is constituted to govern self.' 
Self-government is in accord with the constitution of the 
hvimap being. Each one should be made self-sustaining, 
self-siipportirig and self-guiding. This is the first object of 
human life. It necessitates self-knowledge. Self is a very 
complex affair. Self-engineering is à great science. ".It can 
he learned, however. It can be taught systematically. It 
can ho taught definitely. It ought to be taught. It is the 
one tiling needful above all else for human health, happiness 
and success. To teach it requires a thorough knowledge of 
the eauiftitution of self. Self is an aggregate of forty-two 
elements.

To handle these successfully is human success.
To handle self is a great problem. One should know the 

exact nature of each faculty. Knowledge is necessary. Not 
diiij, vague knowledge, hut full, Complete, clear knowledge 
of each fundamental clement of self. One should under
stand these elements as fully, as clearly,as completely as he 
iimjcrstands 1 , 3, 4, S, 0, 7, H, 9, 0. A faculty is just
as distinctly an individual thing as I is. It has a distinct 
nature. It is wholly individual. It is absolutely fiinda- 
mental. It is wholly indivisible. It should be considered 
ns slnnelhing in itself.

It is. It is an element. Do not treat it as the whole 
mind working in*this particular way, nor ns some vague, 
miqli manifestation, hut ns an individual power with a dis- 
linjv. nature. Then )ou begin self-engineering definitely 
amisitccessfully. {

fly means of the faculties of Human Nature, Causality, 
Comparison, Self Esteem, Firmness, Combativeness, De
structiveness and Conscientiousness, 0116 so understands his 
owil make up ns composed of distinct faculties, that he 
knows just how to proceed to direct and regulate the many 
elements of self. These, also, give one tho power to handle 
self as certainly as any engineer handles his engino.

1 WHY?
Why is a Herman wide headed? Booausc he has large 

faculties of Alimenllveness, Acquisitiveness and Destructive
ness. This explains why he is a good eater and drinker, a 
good financier, and Industrial.

Why is an Englishman fatter than an American? He 
cause lie has Holf-csteem and Alimentiveness stronger than 
Approlmlivouess and Coinbativeness.

Why is an American lean? Because ho has l ombative- 
ness and Approhativeness stronger than Self-esteem and Ali- 
incn ti veness.
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THE BEST WAY TO STRENGTHEN MEMORY.
How to Kill two Birds with one Stone.

There is no need of followiti^ arfy system to strengthen 
memory. Memory is not anything in itself. Memory, so 
called, can be developed withouUany attention to any rule 
or system. It can not only be developed, but permanently 
developed. The memory can not'only be strengthened but 
another bird may be killed at the same time. We’might as 
well kill as many birds with one stone as possible. Some 
things are so related that the development of one will neces
sarily give the other. This is true of faculty. Memory is 
simply a power that belongs to each faculty. In other 
words memory and faculty are of equal degree. As are one’s 
faculties so will be one’s memory. Instead of there being a 
memory, however, it is much more proper to say memories. 
There are many kinds.of memory. T here are distinct kinds of 
memory. The reason that there are many kinds of memory,and 

\also distinct kinds of memory, is found in the plurality of 
faculties that constitute the human being. Each faculty 
principally has its own memory. At least the degree of a 
particular memory corresponds exactly to the degree of 
strength of the particular faculty. To increase the faculty 
is to correspondingly increase the particular memory. There
fore, if one would wholly dismiss tl)e matter of memory from 
consideration and proceed to develop a defective faculty, he 
would necessarily develop the particular memory that this 
particular faculty possesses, and gives him as a being. 
Hence one can develop memory without giving attention to 
memory. There is no need of any artificial system.

The faculties that are strong always have good memories. 
There are no exceptions to this. As is the faculty in degree 
so will be the memory of this kind in degree. This is uni
versally true. A strong faculty will give a strong degree 
of attention. It will do this without any necessary inten
tion. It might be called involuntary attention. Probably 
a better definition would be spontaneous attention. Facul
ties may be so strong that they give unintentional and un
conscious attention. That is, they attend to theijft business 
so naturally and positively and spontaneously, Mat they 
gather about everything that the? are related to.f' For in
stance, if the faculty of Color is very’ptrong in one’s mental 
make-up, it will give a corresponding ilegree of attention to 
colors regardless of spx, kindred, Rationality, climate, cir
cumstances, education or prohibition. It sees colors so 
quickly, acutely, unavoidably, naturally, spontaneously and 
perfectly, that they are put down correspondingly in the 
brain. In other words the registration,” or ^hateveLjthe 
condition is that seems to be the physical basis of pi«oiqry, 
is fully performed unconsciously; therefore, there ¿1 w^ll- 
nigh perfect retention and just as perfect reproduction.' All 
may proceed about memory cultuBe, then, in an absolutely 
certain manner in regard to a particular kind, by simply de
veloping the faoulty that is weak and that gives the defective 
memory, with the certainty that if <hey develop this par
ticular faculty they will have this particular kiifri of memory 
regardless of everything else. This Jtnethod is absolutely 
reliable. It is not only reliable,.•BijWip each case one kills 
two of the finest birds with one H$nfe. We commend this 
to all of our readers as the mo^£pr&ctical, permanent and 
paying method of memory cultured. <•

.   ̂ . ■
Get down to the bottom, psychologists.
Get dowrr to' the bottom, teachers.
Geb dqwrr to the bottom, preachers.
Get down to the bottom, refbmters.
Get down to the bottom, philosophers.
Get down to the bottom, statesmen. ,
Get down to the bottom, all. } a

■ ________ ; I *
Go get a basis before you attempt hq^nan training.

CHAOS.
A p p rp x im a te  c h a o s  still re ig n s in so c ia l, 

p o litica l, econgrrjic^tl,’ e d u ca tio n a l, p sy c h o 
log ica l, th e ra p e u t ic a l an d  re lig io u s thought.

WHY ? Sim ply^ b e ca u se  o f w a n t  o f  
k n o w le d g e  o f th e  fu n d am en ta l e le m e n ts
o f w h ich  a ll b e in g s á re  co m p o sed .

FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTER READING.
Character reading as usually conducted is largely super

ficial. It might properly be called empirical. Very little 
Jundamenlal work is done along this line. There are many 
kinds of character readers: palmists, astrologists, intuition- 
alists; physiognomists, temperamentalists and phrenologists.
In a phrenological journal the statement was made recently, 
that a certain phrenologist had contracted to make 60 ex
aminations daily, for a business firm, at $ 10  per day, only 
working five hours. This is a good sample of the most su
perficial phrenological work.

We regret to say that the larger part of the field work 
is of this kind. A great deal of the office work is of a 
similar kind. The majority of phrenologists do not go 
deeper than organs. They talk about this and that organ. 
While the art of phrenology is necessarily physical on one 
side, at the same time there can be no fundamental applwa- 
tion of phrenology as an art without a very thorough knowl
edge of the psychology of phrenology. Unless one clearly 
understands the exact nature of each individual faculty and 
how these faculties combine to give all kinds of talent, dis
position and power, he can be but a superficial character 
reader. The usual phrenological examination is largely 
unreliable. <

Very few tbake any effort in a definite sense to advise 
young people in regard to a ̂ i/e vocation. Wc have seen 
charts in wbtyh as many as vocations were marked, that 
the individual niight follow.:wA phrenological ohart pf this 
kind is a great db^l worse thapSipiie. If these examinations ' 
Were not made by «graduates and_those wbh' are supposed to tap., 
scientifically faprtaont phrenology, itvwojdd nOtt lie so detri-^A 
mental to thef science. ‘I t iffcrue that imevejy'pr.oyession tlmreH^v V 
are many fakes.J  This tjhnnok be wholly avoided. Tlftra 
are many, hoWCv^ who wduldtio better phrenological work \  
if'they knew how. They are in earnest, yet they nbver truly 
understood phrenology. They have never considered it as a 
fundamental psychology. They have not mastered the ele
ments that constitute exact mathematical, scientific, mdsical 
or literary talent. It is well-nigh universally considered'^,,, 
that language is the faculty ^>f spe^h.j This fafculty has 

.been wcditqd w\ith entirely’too much power. In a funda
mental sense it is not a faoulty of speech. It cannot origin- • 
ate a^single idea. It never has originated' one. It has noth
ing «phatever to do,in a fundamental sense with thought^ In 
no way whatever could it construct a sentence. It has no 
constructive power. Not a single idea nor a single thought 
would ever originate in seven degrees of Language. &nd , 
yet there are many superficial phrenologists.who principally 
depend upon a large faoulty of Language to make a success
ful writer or speaker. It is a great deal more certain that 
one will be a writer or speaker who has the thinking and con
structive faculties, than one who has the faculty of Language 
predominating. In thought and speech Language simply 
helps in expression. In': the September dumber of Human 
Faculty expression has been somewhat completely analyzed.
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Another very false idea prevails in regard to the function of 
Eventuality. It is neither the center of literary talent nor

faculty of memory. One will not necessarily have a 
gsjfed memory because he has a very strong faculty of Eventu
ally. One might have seven degreesWff Eventuality and 
have an exceedingly poor memdry dValmost everything. 
Eventuality cannot remember faces. Neither can it remem
ber names. It could mot remember a single tune without? the 
assistance of the faculty of Tune. So far as mathematics is 
concerned it has no power to remember whatever. It is not 
a literary faculty in any fundamental sense. The literature 
of the Indian is not very extensive, and yet this faculty is 
good in the Indian. It simply remembers events, as events, 
without regard to the nature, location and other things con
nected with the event. One can have an excellent memory 
in regard to nearly everything with a weak faculty of Event
uality, i

ASpther very Superficial mistake is in regarding Ideality 
as thfbcenter of imagination. A faculty is endowed with a 

function that is absolutely limited to a certain field. 
Ojpstcle of this it cannot go to any degree whatever. 
Ideality can cover its own field, but in no way, nor to any 
degree can it enter and perform the work of another faculty. 
The trouble with character readers if) that they do not draw 
the lines of demarkation between one faculty and another. 
FacultieSdiaVli been considered as very elastic. In fact they 
ljuve been cowideried as modifiable in their nature. This is 
Sn absolute error, r A faculty is absolutely unmodifiable.

The nature of ̂ -Destructiveness is exactly the same in 
every man, woman and child. A faculty j i a  something or 
nothiqg. Seven degrees of Benevolence has no effect on the 
fundamental nature of Destructiveness whatever. It modi
fies its action, but not its nature. Very few try to make 
a distinction between the action of faculties and their 
fundamental nature. Faculties act as best they can in the 
mental* family. It is nearly impossible for a faculty to act 
wholly alone. It has opposition. It is condemned by some 
other faculties, restrained by some others, and probably 
i ‘ sickedi on ” by others. But its fundamental nature iq never 
changetL A different explanation'must be made of the com
bination !of f a t t ie s ,  or we will be superficial in all of our 
character reading. There is. no love between any two facul
ties; »[They do not in any sense modify each other’s nature.

Obarsjptcr is a product of faculties in combination which 
combiiEfe by means of the law of strength and not of affinity, 
attraction;, opposition or anything else.. The law of mental 
comtr 5 nation is just as merciless and fixed as mechanical 
or mathqjipatical laws. It is simply a question of superior 
strength. A( faculty six degrees ‘is ptronger than one four 
degrees. An<f?to the degree that it is its action will be that 
much strongest Tho only variation possible in regard to 
the strength ofrone faculty from another is in regard to the 
degree j»f excitement of one faculty to a greater degree than 
another. For,instance, the faculty of Mirthfulpess may be 
only five degrees, and there may be an objective situation 
that will excite this faoulty apprbximately to its maximum 
capacity for action and enjoyment. At the same time 
the same individual may have even six degrees Veneration 
and Self-Esteem, two faculties that give dignity and respect
ful reverence for the occasion. Yet the transient, special 
activity of the five degrees of* Mirthfulness may, for the 
moment, overcome the six degrees of Veneration and Self
Esteem and destroy what is called the usual dignity and 
gravity of the man. This is possible. But when one con
siders permanent character he knows that six degrees of 
Self-Esteem and Veneration as a rule will predominate. 
That is, they will during the larger part of the day be in the 
ascendency, and Mirthfulness can ojrty get the ascendency 
for a moment, and that from oiroamstances that call it into 
the quickest and greatest degree of action.

HUMAN POWER.
(C ontinued f r o m  p aQ t 4.)

had a greater intellect than Henry Ward Beeoher without 
doing one-hundredth as much with it. Ralph Waldo Em
erson did not have a great intellect in itself, but he had the 
self-reliant, courageous forces back of it to send his thought 
in the most positive and direct manner. In thousands of 
instances it is not mere ability of an intellectual kind that is 
needed so much as vital and motive power hack of it. Some 
men actually attain ninety per cent, more with the same 
degree of intellectual caliber than others.

Now we have three elements of human power, vital, mo
tive and mental. One may have these powers to a magnifi
cent degree and yet be powerless in a moral sense. Moral 
power is not inherent in these faculties at all. This is ex
emplified in a great number of our large commercial kings. 
The|Rothschilds have never been considered as great moral 
forces. Jay Gould was a great power in his day, but not a 
moral power. Rockefeller is a great financial power, but 
does not have 1-1000 the moral influence that Dwight 
L. Moody has. To possess moral power one must have a 
strong degree of Conscientiousness. This faculty added to 
the nine faculties already given, will give one great moral 
force. Washington was not a great intellectual man but 
he was endowed with a large faculty of Conscientiousnes and 
therefore has been a very potent factor in the moral develop
ment of this country. A still greater moral force was Abra- 
IjamkLincoln. Lincoln was a man of integrity, of inherent 
love&of right and justice. In other words his faculty of 
Conscientiousness was a positive power. Therefore, to-day 
the words of Lincoln have more force unquestionably, in a 
moral sense, than any other American statesman. Moral 
sen8e is not wholly made up from Conscientiousness, but this 
is the principal element of it. In Linooln it was united with 
a lapke. faculty of Benevolence. Justice was tempered with 
merSytj’ He actually loved right and hated slavery and in
justice. He loved humanity. He could not have loved hu
manity without the faculties of Benevolence and Conscien
tiousness, therefore, it is an, impossibility for any one to 
be a great uplifting, humanizing moral force without a 
strong degree of the faculties of Conscientiousness and Be
nevolence. John Brown waB a still more striking individ
ual type of the power of Conscientiousness alone. He was 
d&ninated by this one faoulty. It led him. He was, there- 
forejj a mighty concentrated moral foroe, and the spirit of 
his purpose still goes marching on.
' ' By omitting from the mental constitution to a large de
gree the faculties of Conscientiousness and Benevolence and 
putting in their stead a large faculty of Acquisitiveness one 
begins to make commercial power. This the world 
slwiild properly Understand. It is an absolute impossibility 
ftfnany one with predominant moral sense to become a great 
coprmercial monopolist. Conscience must be Subordinated 
before this is possible.

There is another great element of popular power when 
added to all of the above faculties defined. This ie the fac
ulty of Human Nature, all in all the greatest faoulty of the 
human mind. It is the central faculty of taot. All great 
leaders of the people, political, oratorical and moral have 
had and still have a great degree of this faculty. It is the 
faculty that gives one the power to read character. It is the 
principal element of sagacity. No one oan be called a great 
tactician without a strong degree of this faculty. In hand
ling human beings this is the greatest faoulty of the number. 
United with Comparison, Causality and Construedvness and 
supported by a strong degree of the moral, motive aud vital 
faculties one is able to manage armies, countries and even 
worlds. It is the most practical faculty of the faculties of
human power. , , . .

For popular power the faculty of * nendship is a necessity. 
It is that faculty that makes one weloome by men, women
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and children. It knows no sex nor age. In fact, when it 
is predominant it knows no nationality. It knows no 
country. • It is not often predominant,'however. It is one
.of the;most important elements-iA popular political power. 
It was one of the principal elements of James G. Blaine’s 
magnetical popularity. When onj£ unites this faculty with 
all of the other faculties mentioned,‘lie will, unquestionably, 
be a popular, po\yer in the world, i f  to this is added a large 
faculty of Parental Love there rWill be additional power. 
This will give,in union with the other faculties named, great 
power in handling, and moulding the minds of children.
. We have now essentially covered the psychology of 
human power. These faculties when predominant make one 
powerful socially, commercially, intellectually and morally. 
They produc.e almost universal human power. Win. E. 
Gladstone had many of these faculties, predominant; George 
Washington probably had them in as nearly an equal degree 

(as any great man. Hereafter, human power may be clearly 
Sunderstood. If any of our readers are defective in any of 
these elements,, they will be powerless just to that degree and 
of that particular kind^ therefore, all can find out by astudy 
.of;,this exposition of human power the reason they 
are npt powerful. One is defective in Self-Esteem 
pud is not powerful in a self-reliant, decisional way. An
other is defective'in; Combativeness andtisnot powerful as 
Gen. Sheridan was powerful. Another is defective iu 
Human Nature and is ■ without tact and, therefore, without 
power to handle men.

The most, concerning thing concerning human »power, 
however, is the fact tbdt any or all of these faculties can he 
developed. No one above idiocy will be deficient in all of 
these. Any one who possesses a few of these powerful 
faculties can build on them. In other words he can so 
Understand what faculties are defective that he can definitely 
build, up , these and make himself more powerful: if not all 
powerful. Any faculty can be specially cultivated. In fact, 
if, the young ladies and gentlemen would make the most of 
their native, mental and physical forces in building up any 
defective faculties that they may posses«, they could become 
comparatively powerful even with an ordinary, in&ritanee. 
The majoriiy of the world do not lyse their .facultiwlialf as 
well as they might so far as pow ers concerned. To be a 
great power in the world is to posse»? ihe majority of these 
faculties in a transcendent degree. To Become a great power 
in the world is to possess some of thise and to properly dp-, 
velop and educate all^ This is within the reach of thou
sands of young men. If they will but study thejfuudameninl , 
elements of power, and clearly comprehend qxactly (Wfiat 
they need, then they can go about the cultivafioiiiof1 " 
defective faculties and in time become great powers, y,

________ - • ■ ,"( I J ¡1 '■
HABIT, j

A Fundamental Explanation.
Like everything else human, the oijly source of explana

tion of habit, in a fundamental sepsel̂  is {acuity. This is 
completely self evident when one tafeivi under consideration 
all of the forty-two faculties. On^Si'^iput thinkinjg might 
say that it is a matter of imitation \ that habits arc formed 
in association and by imitation, this would be true, aud 
yet it Wonld only prove our first  ̂latementf , If one asso
ciates in any intimate or effectivejjfseiiHe with another, or 
others, he must do so by means offacultfps. Otherwise he 
will not do so. ’},

In the first place if one was veryldefcctive in Friendship 
he would not want to closely associate with even his brothers 
hod staters. Jf he was defective in Approbativeness he 
Ivould be very indifferent toward doing as others dp in a cus
tomary or fashionable sense. If tbcsfc two faculties were small 
one would be largely indifferent to the ina|nfci i  and habits of 
dihers. If Veneration was also weak he ft on Id be well-nigh

completely indifferent. With these three faculties very weak 
one would be almost impervious to the influence of the ac
tions and customs of others so far Ss following them is con
cern1 (1. If in addition to these three, the faculty of Imita
tion wa s weak, then there would be complete indifference and 
inability to'imitate others. Hence, it is a question of faculty 
so far as a habit that J8jforjieS'"eveii by imitation is concern
ed. One cannot'u;et* at anything fundamentally and defin
itely unless he goisf directly to?one or pore faculties.

A habit is a condition or s£kte of a part of the brain tbat 
has been made by the repeated action of a faculty o r facul
ties. The vigorous action of a faculty makes some kind of 
impression or produces a certain condition hi the brain. In 
common words it, registers itself there. This is very much 
like the impression made upon the tin foil or whatever is used 
in flie phonograph. By repeated action it becomes more and 
more nearly established. In fact it ¡becomes like a well- 
worn road in theapountry. AVagons form ruts. It is easy 
to get into these rajts but hard to get out of them.

It is very true that when one has reached 50 years of age, 
he is, irf a sense, a bundle of habits. His. habits are es
tablished. In other words he has formed distinct roadways 
jn the brain, lie has traveled these so many times that it 
has become habitual. This is not only true of the sensory 
brain centers but it is true a’so of the motor centers. V' e 
form, when infants, the habit of putting food into our 
mouth. .At first this is very difficult. By repeated effort it 
becomes established in the brain. It becomes so exactly es
tablished that it is automatic and is relegated to almost un
conscious action. .

In regard to other habits, they are formed in the same 
way. All kinds of walks are formed by a dominance of 
certain faculties. All kinds of gestures are formed in the 
same way. Positions in sitting are also; formed in a similar 
way. if one has a predominant faculty of Cautiousness at 
birth he will form cautious hathts. He will form the habit 
very frequently of flinching. When something happens 
suddenly he is startled. lie could not and would not form 
this habit if tbe faculty of Cautiousness was small. Again-, 
one with predominant Appi;obativeness will form a negative, 
affected aud catering habit. lie will, forin the habit of hold
ing his head to one sidy, wearihg the hatljon one side slightly 
aud walking, in a minced antf. affected manner. ILh will 
eyen form 1$e habit , of wrjjfnj* bi a display kind, not 
through ipii^itionibut by meCmffof the faculty of Approba- 
tivfmess. Anoihej-rchild wieft Small fatMfcieis of; Approba1- 
tivenesb aud 1 CautfgjJAnhss with'^atge^ fa^Tti^.<^<JJestr.ne-

„ will form dngh-aùd-
B.J lljf goes atpÿeryUiing in 'à 
ajfc HjThis-sodty beifcmep a“ habit1 be^aa§e it has 
d so often by tiiwe strong faculties that it is

üvenëHs and’̂ ombatiVenes 
tumble habitsL Hj goes at| 
hit-or-miss wag. rThis soi 
been repeated so often by 
fixed in the brain. ■ .

What we especially need to guard against' is forming 
habits that we do not wish to be predominant When we begin 
our genuine life work. In other words, all habits ought to 
be pi-juratory. They -oughfj-to^ bqt preparatory steps.
They Jmsyld^be^ stepping* 'stones. ‘/They should assist 
us instead of working agaitist us. There is more 
danger in habit than the majority have realized. Not mauv 
breakViabils that arc. strongly established* We kno.w ¿low 
hard it is to break*an àppetital habit. It, is hard, exceed
ingly Bard for nmny to break the habit of smoking. It is 
still harder for some to break thé habit of drinking. The 
danger in forming habits is iu not understanding the pre
dominant faculties. If all began with thé proper faculties 
the lead they Oould be permitted to form habits that would 
help them to put these faculties into execution. Suppose, for 
instance,a child has thc facultics of Anialivci)es8,Approbative- 
ness aud Alimeutiveness predominant. A more unfortunate 
inheritancecould hardly be conceived of. With the usual 
knowledge of the mind this child would ftjrm three of the

> Î •? •
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inoqt destructive and unfortunate lial)its that are possible. 
Approbativeness predominant would form a liabit for dis-

exaggeration and of catering to others. Alimentive-
predominant would form a liabit of excessive eating and 

prBbably of drinking. Amativeness jtegdominant is very 
H ^ e  to form the habit of self dfeliaseftent in some way. 
I'Sese three faculties are dangerous faculties, when pre
dominant, in forming habits. Whvn either becomes thorough
ly established it is hard to overcome.

The wisest thing in the world is to start right. To start 
out under the right faculties. Faculties that will make 
habits that are helpful, happy, self-reliant, courageous, 
accurate, forceful, cool, thorough, methodical and healthy 
are Causality, Order, Self Esteem, Combativeness, Ideality, 
Hope, Firmness, Conscientiousness, Individuality and Cal
culation.r / _________

k  FACULTY VS. ORGANS.
Tl&re is a great deal of very loose thought in regard Ho 

fa^l^es and organs indulged in by the phrenological pro- 
ielfion. Very few seem to try to get down to f u n d a 
m en ta l basis. This is decidedly against phrenology. As it 
is bandied by the majority it is so superficial that thoughtful 
men and women dp not have much respect for it. In other 
words the science is far superior to the majority of its pro
fessional'lollWers. We are not guessing at this. We 
Iwow. concluswely whereof we speak. We have come in 
cimtadfc with all plaases of professional phrenology. There 
are very few true students of the science. Hence there has 
been very little thorough fundamental thinking and writing 
upon the subject. When one co n fu ses o rg a n s  and fa c u ltie s  
it can be put down as a certainty that he has done very little 
thorough, discriminative thinking in regard to the science. 
Phrenology is essentially and fundamentally a science of fac
ulties. ' A faculty is m e n ta l and an organ p h y s ic a l . For in
stance ¿he o rg a n  of Firmness is not Firmness itself. In fact 
there are tw o o rg a n s  of Firmness, one in each hemisphere of 
the brain. The fa c u l ty  of Firmness is a p a r t  of the m in d . 
The two;organs of Firmness are p a r t s  of the b ra in . A, brain 
organ is a collection of cells, fibers,'arteries and veins. It is 
they>roalic< of the faculty that uses it. Instead of producing 
the fapjrlty the faculty produces i t  and naturally develops it 
to a oertajn degree, and after this, if the faculty is specially 
used,.iffie digan can be correspondingly developed by addition 
of celffiB ybc$i, arteries and veinif. As phrenologists we 

‘ oughtf«) pe very distinct and fundamental in our phrenolog
ical we are t0 have any special influence in establish-
¡“8 *  %  ■ ' ------ ------  • '

; Ig. YOU. >
You are a .structure of forty-two faculties. These you 

inherit. You Inherit t|iem in different degrees of strength'. 
YouAnay have^inherited these in such different degrees of 
strength that you are very much disproportion^. This is 
oftlen true. Fortunately you do not have to remain in this 
condition. Any faculty can be cultivated. You are endowed 
with faculties that will enable you, if you fully understand 
them, to rectify any impetfect mental condition that you 
are in. In other words, you cambe self-guiding, self-direct
ing and self-sustaining. You should proceed immediately to 
develop any faculty that hinders you from doing your best 
with your strong faculties. You have an absolute right to do 
your best if you are sincere. It is not only your right but 
your duty. To do your best you may have to develop 
certain faculties that are now crippling you. The way to 
develop a faculty is to specially use it. To specially use it 
is to first clearly understand it. Second, to intelligently, 
systematically and continuously put it into use. You can do 
this if you will thoroughly master the nature of each one 
of the forty-two faculties of which you are composed. You 
can specially call into action a faculty as certainly as you’ean

intentionally and individually use one arm and not the 
other.

You have control over your body to a great degree in 
directing your hands and feet. You can have the same in- 
dividuaj^ontrol over your faculties. You can direct them 
intelligently, systematically and at your pleasnre. There
fore, you can specially use one or more faculties and not 
specially' use the others. This causes a corresponding ad
ditional amount of blood to flow directly to the brain organs 
of the faculties used. This is the ba«is of special brain 
growth. This particular part of the brain receives additional 
blood and this contains the elements out of which new cells, 
fibers, arteries and veins are built. This may all be added to 
the amount of brain that you have already of this particular 
part. This is brain growth. You can carry this on until 
you positively change the external shape of your head. In 
other words, you can tear down by the process of vital dis
integration the bone immediately above a particular brain 
center or organ, and rebuild this bone on a larger pattern. 
You can continue to do this until a negative faculty that is 
concave on the external head may be developed until there is 
convexity instead. This has been done by many. You can 
do the same if you proceed as we have advised.

CONCERNING SCIENCE OF SELF.
Science of Self is a science of the elements of self. 

Science is classified, verified knowledge of something. Clas- 
ŝ fiedk verified knowledge of the fundamental elements of 
self ife science of self. This is elem ental self science. It is 
also fu n d a m e n ta l science. This makes it fundamental 
science of a ll  o thers. If any one thinks this elemental 
science of self is not the most valuable knowlege obtainable, 
let him d ro p  o a t these elem ents of which self is composed.
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and children. It knows no sex norage. In fact, when it 
is predominant it knows no nationality. It knows no 
country. It is not often predominant,'however. It is one
of tlie most important elements-iA popular political power. 
It was one , of the principal elements of James G. Blaine’s 
magnetical popularity. When oiife unites this faculty with 
all of the other faculties mentioned,‘he will, unquestionably, 
be a popular power in the world. I f  to this is added a large 
faculty of Parental Love there Will be additional power. 
This will give,in union with the other faculties named, great 
power in handling,, and moulding the minds of children.

We have now essentially covered the psychology of 
hitman power. These faculties when predominant make one 
powerful socially, commercially, intellectually and morally. 
They produce almost universal human power. Wm. E. 
Gladstone had many of these faculties,predominant. George 
.Washington probably had them in as nearly an equal degree 

(as any great man. Hereafter, human power may be clearly 
\uuderstood. If any of our readers are defective in any of 
these elements,, they will be powerless just to that degree and 
of that particular kindi therefore, all can find out by astudy 
o f !,this exposition of human power the reason they 
are nqt powerful. One is defective in Self-Esteem 
Oud is not powerful in a self-reliant, decisional way. An
other is defectively Combativeness andtis not powerful as 
.Gen. Sheridan was powerful. Another is defective iu 
Human Nature and is ■ without tat:t and, therefore, without 
power to handle men.

The most, concerning thing concerning human »power, 
however, is the fact tbit any or all of these faculties can be 
developed. No one above idiocy will be deficient in all of 
these. Any one who possesses a few of these powerful 
faculties can build on them. In other words he can so 
understand what faculties are defective that he can definitely 
build up these and make himself more powerful: if not all 
powerful. Any faculty can be specially cultivated. In fact, 
if, the young ladies and gentlemen would make the most of 
their native, mental and physical forces in building up any 
defective faculties that they may possesii, they could become 
Comparatively powerful even with pn ordinary , inmpitance. 
The majoriiy of the world do not use their ,facultiffl’*half as 
well as they might so far as powers concerned. 'To be a 
great power in the world is to posse«* ihe majority of these 
faculties in a transcendent degree, Tfo Become a great power 
in the world is to possess some of thise and to properly de
velop and educate all} This is within the. reach ofthqu- 
sands of young men. If they wdl but stlidy thejfundartieuial. 
elements of power, and clearly comprehend exactly ^ a t  
they need, then they can go about the cultivation,« fulfil' 
defective faculties and in time become great powers. -. p I

______________________ - ■
HABIT. |

A Fundamental Explanation.
_ Like everything else human, thaoply source of explana

tion of habit, in a fundamental sefisdi is faculty. This is 
completely self evident when one trftei under consideration 
all of the forty-two faculties. OneimMiout thinking might 
say that it is a matter of imitations that habits are formed 
in association and by imitation, his would be true, and 
yet it Avonld only prove our first Jfatementf , If one asso
ciates in hny intimate or effeclivercsensc with another, or 
others, he must do so by means oftacultfps. Otherwise he 
will not do so. '

In the first place if one was veryldefdctive in Friendship 
hei would not want to closely associate with even his brothers 
hnd sisters. If he was defective in Approbativeness he 
would be! very indifferent toward doing aB others dp in a cus
tomary or fashionable sense. If tbcsfc two faculties were small 
ond would be largely indifferent to the maliiteri and habits of 
dthers; If Veneration was also weak he Would be well-nigh

completely indifferent. With these three faculties very weak 
one would be almost impervious to the influence of the àc- 
tions and customs of others so far âs following them is con
cern' d. If in addition to these three, the faculty of Imita
tion wa s weak, then there would be complete indifference and 
inability to imitate others. Hence, it is a question of faculty 
so far as a habit that.isjforpefl even by imitation is concern
ed. One cannot'^et* at anything fundamentally and defin
itely unless he goi^ direcfly tofone or piore faculties.

A habit is a condition or sfàte of a part of the brain that 
lias been made by the repeated actiori of a faculty or facul
ties. The vigorous action of a faculty makes some kind of 
impression or produces a certain condition ill- the brain. In 
common words it registers itself there. This is very much 
like the impression made upon the tin foil or whatever is used 
in îlie phonograph. Bv repeated action it beconies more and 
more nearly established. In fact itlbecomes like a well- 
worn road in the gpuntry. Wagons form ruts. It is easy 
to get into these rojis but hard to get out of them.

It is very true that when one has reached 50 years of age, 
lie is, irf a sense, a bundle of habits. His.habits are es
tablished. In other words he has formed distinct roadways 
in the brain, lie has traveled these so many times that it 
has become habitual. This is not only true of the sensory 
brain centers but it is true a’so of tlie motor oeuters. V\ e 
form, when infants, the habit of putting food into our 
mouth. At first this is very difficult. By repeated effort it 
becomes established in the brain. It becomes so exactly es
tablished that it is automatic and is relegated to almost un
conscious action. | .

In regard to other habits, they are formed in the same 
way. All kinds of walks are formed : by a dominance of 
certain faculties. All kinds of gestures are formed in the 
same way. Positions iu sitting are also! formed in a similar 
way. If one has a predominant faculty of Cautiousness at 
birth he will form cautious halfits. lie will form the habit 
very frequently of flinching. When something happens 
suddenly he is startled. He could not and would not form 
this habit if the faculty of Cautiousness was small. Again-, 
one with predominant Approbativeness will form a negative, 
affected and catering habit. He will, form the habit of hold
ing his head to one side, wearikgr the hat|on one side slightly 
and walking, in a minced antf. affected ; manner. Hè* Svill 
eyen form tjpe habit, of ; wilting of a display kind, not 
bhÿoilgh iiniiation but' by meluw^of the faculty of Approba- 
ti veness. Anothbi'child wire Small faculties of^Approba- 
tivenegs and ■ Gautmi^nVss wittrlSÎgfy façft1ti^(̂ <JJestr.nc- 
tivencss and '^omifatiysnes«^ will form rl?bk less,}fdtigh-aiid- 
tumble habitsL Hy goes atéÿeryUiing in (g <5ài|dèjj9,..off-baiW, 
hit-or-miss waj$. rThis sootl .beJoraep a" habit1 beçaHge it has 
been repeated so often by tii*e strong faculties that it is 
fixed in the brain. .

What we especially need to guard against- is forming 
habits that we do not wish to be predominant When we begin 
our genuine life work. In other words, ajll habits ought to - 
be p r m a r a to r y .  They -ough^ to^ brf preparatory steps. 
They $10*1Id*be  ̂ s tep p in g ?  "stones. ‘.They should assist 
“us instead of working against us. j There is more 
danger in habit than the majority have realized. Not mauv 
hreak^iabits that are, strongly established; We knowhow 
hard it is to break^an àppetital habit. Itl is hard, exceed
ingly hard for nmny to break the habit of smoking. It is 
still harder for same to break the habit of drinking.' The 
danger in forming habits is iu not understanding the pre
dominant faculties. If all began with thé proper faculties 
the lead they Could be permitted to form habits that would 
help them to put these faculties into execution. Suppose, for 
instance,a child has thefaculties of AniaUveness,Approbative- 
uess aud Alimentivcuess predominant. A more unfortunato 
inheritance-could hardly he conceived of. With the usual 
knowledge of the mind this child would form three of the

> e-i.
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mo t̂ destructive and unfortunate habits that are possible. 
Approbativeness predominant would form a habit for dis- 
plsy> exaggeration and of catering to others. Alimeutive- 
n®ff predominant would form a habit of excessive eating and 
prttbably of drinking. Amativeness Apdominant is very 
} '^ e t° form the habit of self d&basnEent in some way. 
i'aese thre<S faculties are dangerous faculties, when pre
dominant, in forming habits. Whtn either becomes thorough
ly established it is hard to overcome.

The wisest thing in the world is to start right. To start 
out under the right faculties. Faculties that will make 
habits that are helpful, happy, self-reliant, courageous, 
accurate, forceful, cool, thorough, methodical and healthy 
are Causality, Order, Self Esteem, Combativeness, Ideality, 
Hope, Firmness, Conscientiousness, Individuality and Cal
culation.

p. FACULTY VS. ORGANS.
Tfgre is a great deal of very loose thought in regard ito 

fatjgllftes and organs indulged in by the phrenological pro- 
le^on. Very few seem to try to get down to n\iy f u n d a 
m en ta l basis. This is decidedly against phrenology. As it 
is handled by the majority it is so superficial that thoughtful 
men and women dp not have much respect for it. In other 
words the science is-far superior to the majority of its pro
fessional TollWers. We are not guessing at this. We 
idjfow. conclusn'ely whereof we speak. We have come in 
chntadt with all phases of professional phrenology. There 
are very few true stSudents of the science. Hence there has 
been very little thorough fundamental thinking and writing 
upon the subject. When one confuses o rg a n s  and fa c u ltie s  
it can be put down as a certainty that he has done very little 
thorough, discriminative thinking in regard to the science. 
Phrenology is essentially and fundamentally a science of fac
ulties. * A faculty is m en ta l and an organ p h y s ic a l. For in
stance fee o rg a n  of Firmness is not Firmness itself. In fact 
there are tw o o rg a n s  of Firmness, one in each hemisphere of 
the brain. The fa c u lty  of Firmness is a p a r t  of the m in d . 
The two,‘organs of Firmness are p a r t s  of the bra in . A,brain 
organ is a collection of cells, fibers,'arteries and veins. It is 
the p r o d u c t of the faculty that uses it. Instead of producing 
the fapttlty the faculty produces i t  and naturally develops it 
to .a ¿¿ftajn degree, and after this, if the faculty is specially
usedL 
of cel 

‘ ought' 
ical 
ing it;

YOU.

intentionally and individually use one arm and not the 
other.

Y qu have control over your body to a great degree in 
directing your hands and feet. You can have the same in- 
dividual^ontrol over your faculties. You can direct them 
intelligently, systematically and at your pleasure. There
fore, you can specially use one or more faculties and not 
specially1 use the others. This causes a corresponding ad
ditional amount of blood to flow directly to the brain organs 
of the faculties used. This is the basis of special brain 
growth. This particular part of the brain receives additional 
blood and this contains the elements out of which new cells, 
fibers, arteries and veins are built. This may all be added to 
the amount of brain that you have already of this particular 
part. This is brain growth. You can carry this on until 
you positively change the external shape of your head. In 
other words, you can tear down by the process of vital dis
integration the bone immediately above a particular brain 
center or organ, and rebuild this hone on a larger pattern. 
You can continue to do this until a negative faculty that is 
concave on the external head may he developed until there is 
convexity instead. This has been done by many. You can 
do the same if you proceed as we have advised.

Ygan pan be correspondingly developed by addition 
*' eyf, arteries and vein#. As phrenologists we 
e very distinct and fundamental in our phrenolog- 

j | we are to have any special influence in establish-

You are a Structure of forty-two faculties. These you 
inherit. Youlbherit tjiem in different degrees of strength. 
YouAnay havefdnherited these in such different degrees of 
strength that you are very much disproportion^. This is 
ofdn true. Fortunately you do not have to remain in this 
condition. Any faculty can be cultivated. You are endowed 
with faculties that will enable you, if you fully understand 
them, to rectify any impetfect mental condition that you 
are in. In other words, you can;be self-guiding, self-direct
ing and self-sustaining. You should prooeed immediately to 
develop any faculty that hinders you from doing your best' 
with your strong faculties. You have an absolute right to do 
your best if you are sincere. It is not only your right but 
your duty. To do your best you may have to develop 
certain faculties that are now crippling you. The way to 
develop a faculty is to specially use it. To specially use it 
is to first clearly understand it. Seoond, to intelligently, 
systematically and continuously put it into use. You can do 
this if you will thoroughly master the nature of each one 
of the forty-two faculties of which you are composed. You 
can specially call into action a faculty as certainly as you can

CONCERNING SCIENCE OF SELF.
Science of Self is a science of the elements of self. 

Science is classified, verified knowledge of something. Clas- 
sjfiech verified knowledge of the fundamental elements of 
self i» science of self. This is elem ental self science. It is 
also fu n d a m e n ta l science. This makes it fundamental 
science of a ll others. If any one thinks this elemental 
science of self is not the most valuable knowlege obtainable, 
let him d ro p  o a t these elements of which self is composed. 
Whati is left of self is not worth a last year’s bird’s nest.

r

$

HOLY SMOKE.
SELF EXPLANATORY.
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14 HUMAN F 'A C U LT Y .

UNDER THE PROPER FACULTIES.
^ f .<

A human being is a constitution ol\ faculties.
This is just as true as the human body is a constitution of parts.

1 ' >1

These Faculties Vary in Strength.
• I- I

. The strongest faculties, ¿regardless
of kind, principally take the lead.

I'orty-two of these have, been discovered, defined and localized in the brain.
Some of these, it predominant, will necessarily produce nervousness, despondency, crime, 

Insanity, worry, Intemperance, disease and death.
Others, wlfen predominant, will necessarily and unavoidably produce health, success, self 

control, virtue and happiness. .
l
The question to ask everyone i s :

Are You under .the Proper Faculties?
?Chis is the Solution of Every Question of fiumaii life

I  I il* a . . , iv - Ì

here are twelve of 
Causality 
Spirituality i 
Hope
Self Esteem i

Human Nature 
Firm ness
Conscientiousness
Combativendks

bea . * . «i» tF*

. I « u .  j k * m £V ' '
When an individual is under the direction the proper. facu ltio^ae  \v

happy, healthy andf successful. He cannot get Way from theke. 'J f- ' S * '  >

There are twelve of these, l'hev arê -i \  i  | \  / v
n . M . Blt* „  LlSlJ____ __ ■ H  .

Benevolence 
Parental Love
Mirthfuiness^ 

f Pridnéship
4 } •

Ain bod\ w ith these tw l\  e faculties predominant^will haw to be happy, healthy and successful. 
Hun will giw happiness, siA ess and health just as certainly and inevitably as day follovvs night. 

This is not only true <$f an individual, but is just as true o f t  country. " \
Anyone with ordinary Intelligence can get out from under the unhappy, unhealthy and 

unsuccessful faculties and gV‘t under the proper faculties.

^  do this, make a sijeuak ¡ftijdy of the twelve given above and then im m ed ia te ly  use 
them , purposely, da lly and positively.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL MORPHOLOGY.

d i .
ri'Bi

1» IH'«
do gre 
tO Api'

xmo

orphology in the science of forina- 
II 11111:111 morphology id the 

soffnce of Imnmn formation. Psycho- 4 
lowball morphology id a mental ex
planation of physical ’ formiuioii. 
Psychology is the science of mind. 
Mind is a constitution of fundamental 
faculties. These faculties are in
herited. ■ They arc transmitted usually 
in different degrees of strength. They, 
therefore, possess at birth correspond
ing different degrees of potential 
formative power. All formative 
power is inherent rin faculty. The 
legrejLof formative«power of a faculty 

sarily limited to the inherited 
fcf the faculty. Faculties have 
physical organs for action and 

expression. The primary' localization 
of these is iu the brain. More cor
rectly, the nervous system is the prim
ary instrument of the faculties. TluS 
brain is Abe ^jiriuoipal part • of the 
uja'vous systen« Drain centers or organs 
a™ the most primary parts of the physi
cal organism that tlu> faculties need and 
build for actiou and manifestation. 
The faculties are the builders of the 
brain. This is the most positive fact. 
It. may be new to many. We have ab
solute evidence of its truthfulness. 
The mqrpliology of the brain is funda
mentally a psychological fact. To 
clearly understand this is to first 
clearly understand the nature of each 
of the genetic* faculties of which the 
niiud is-Hfomposed. Secondly, to Un
derstand i Hheir localisation. Thirdly, 
to bear |n  mind) the fact of their dif- 
ferenoeWlt degree of strength. With 
this bristis one may clearly comprehend 
the fN^hatjjyn of the brain. A faculty 
can on HI odiiltV* a brain organ equal to 
its sti|Swa^i. In other words if a fac
ulty is positive it will build a larger or
gan than •'faculty-neutral or negative. 
A strong taculjtv builds a large organ 
and a weak fiuwltv builds a small or
gan. Nothingtoiuowir is more certain 
than jthis. Dram does»not e/umtane- 
ously develop. ’ Neither d\>es it sha/>e 
itself. N eitliert- is it desiynetl. It is 
developed. It is formed. It is built. 
The mind is the builder of it but* not 
the designer. It has no designer. It 
is built iu accordance with a number 
of laws. Some of these are niecbau- 
ieal. Others may be electrical. Do 
this as it may it is pimply and ichidly 
built to enable all o f the mental facul
ties to most successfully perform their 
functions.

BACK NUMBERS.
DaoV numbers of Hi m a n  F a c u l t y  

can be obtained by sending directly to 
publisher, at iho regular price, ten ceuts 
per copy.,

MIND THE MOULDER.
((’on/inM#d/rom pu g i 7.)

therefore, arc formed or moulded sim
ply according to the individual or rel
ative strength of the various faculties.

If a female child inherits Sclf-Ks- 
teem, Firmness, Destructiveness, Com
bativeness, Anvativcness and Causality 
to a predominant degree,* it will not 
have the usual female body. It will 
build a masculine shape of body. It 
will have square shoulders, a large 
nook, narrow hips and large legs. If 
another female child inherited Pa
rental Love, Approbativcness, Cau
tiousness, Ideality, Comparison, Hu
man Nature, EveutnalkW and Benev
olence to a predominant degree it 
would have at very feminine body. 
That is, it would have a small neck, 
round shoulders, narrow waist, fairly 
broad hips and tapering limbs. This 
is just as certain as cause and effeot 
anywhere. Yet there is no design in it. 
It is simply a consequence of predomi
nant faculties.

The attention of HUMAf FACULTY readers 
is called to the advertisement!,of the SELF 
CULTURE MAGAZINE, which appears in 
this issue. The publishers of this magazine 
intend to give away one thousand dollars to 
persons sending iu the largest list of sub
scribers. It is a most generous offer aad 
should interest our readers. ■

H uman F aculty . — 4 Art>catcs a 
new system of phrenologywtuil physi
ognomy. It contains apt illustrations, 
employs new methods? of (presenting 
the subjects,'and leaves other phreno
logical journals far behind.- - H i .pages; 
$ 1 .0 0  per year, ill ' InttV-Ooean Bldg., 
Chicago, 111.—-Flaming Stcord, Chi
cago, III., j

"  • • —  • ~

$iooo# r
C A S H

On February 14V 1900,
To A gents Send ing Sub tcn lbrrs to

SELF CULTURE MAGAZINE
■ Two Hundred and F ifty  Dollars 

to the agent srndtng In the la rgest 
M a t  — $ 15 0  00. $ 7 »  00 S a j  00
s t  Cash a w a rd s : and In addition 
v a ry  large com m ission w ill  he given , 
m aking the moat liberal proposition, 
t  Send lor lu ll particu lars and Ires 
Equipm ent. P ro lltab le w ork lor In
te llig e n t  persona. Send tw o refer
en ce?! TH E W ER N ER  CO ftPAN V. 
' Dept. H. , A kro n . Ohio.

A LIFE GUIDE.
Our I.ife Guides arc the most valua

ble things, considering the cost, ever 
given to humanity. They contain 
complete instruction iu regard to every
thing that an individual needs to make 
the greatest degree of success possible.

HUMAN N A TU R E.
A monthly magazine of world-wide repute, 

now in its ninth year of publication.
Devoted to Phrenology, Physiognomy, 

Health, Medical and Social Reform.
Earnest in its advocacy of human liberty, 

and abreast of the age in progressive thought.

ALLEN HADDOCK, Editor and Proprietor. 
C. P. HOLT, Associate Editor.

Subscription price only 50 cents a year. A 
sample copy will be sent FRKE to readers ot 
H u m an  F a c u l t y  who request such favor 
and enclose stamp forpostage. Address PROF. 
H a d d o c k , 1020 Market St., San  Francisco, 
California.

• Would you have .

H E A L T H ?
Pulsating, even intoxicating 

HEALTH!
T H I S  C A N  B E  Y O U R S -

R E A D

"PHYSICAL CULTORE.”
15c per copy, 5 0 c  per year. 

M onthly.
Send ic  stam p fo r 5c sam ple copy.

P H Y SIC A L  C U LT U R E  P U B . CO.. 
Tow nsend B ld g  . a *th  and B ro a d w a y .

NEW YORK CITY.

YOUR HEAD
AND WHAT IS IN IT.

Nos. 1,2 ,3 ,4 .5  and 6 for 75 cents.
They are neither tedious nor tiresom e, 

but pointed, suggestive and i convincing. 
These booklets contain topics dif vital in ter
est to human kind, and their reading will 
tend to man's better understanding of h im 
self. They are highly educational and are 
meeting with great success.

Human character is the most im portant 
subject known to man. No one can afford 
to be without them for home study or self 
study. Everyone should read No. 5, be
cause it explains so thoroughly why Robert 
G. Ingersoll was not a Christian. Also No. 
6, or Why we are Religious and why we 
have different religious views.

You will find plenty of new though t, 
worth many times the cost—15 cents.

MAY E. VAUGHT.
Author and P u b lish er.

Rooms 31T-3IB Intsr-Oosan Building.
C H IC A G O .

I Chicago Institute of Phrenology.


